
>>> The perfect camera light—fully 
dimmable & powered by four AA batteries

Meet the New
Litepanels® Micro

®
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> Litepanels: The Official Light of High Definition™
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Since the dawn of filmmaking,

Hollywood cinematographers have

understood that great lighting is

the single most important factor in

producing high quality imagery.

Now in the era of HD resolution, it’s

even more critical to remove 

unflattering shadows and bring

your subject’s eyes and face to

life. That’s why the new Litepanels

Micro is the must-have tool for

today’s HD images.
Litepanels®

Micro

> Spare color/diffusion gels 
> Base plate for off-camera usage
> Articulated camera extension arm
> Sony Handycam® Shoe Adapter
> AC Power Adapter

OPTIONS

LITEPANELS MICRO PHOTOMETRICS

Distance Footcandles Lux

2ft. 90FC 970 Lux

4ft. 21FC 230 Lux

6ft. 8.5FC 92 Lux

>>> Shown with Flip-Down   
Filterholder System

The perfect camera 
light—Fully dimmable
Powered by four AA batteries
Use with video & still cameras

Without Litepanels Micro With Litepanels Micro

>>> Dial up just the right amount 
of continuous light 



See the Micro

>>> Litepanels’ lightweight, yet powerful

new camera light was created in response to

the overwhelming popularity of the company’s

Technical Emmy® Award-winning MiniPlus model.

The new Micro harnesses Litepanels’ proprietary

LED technology in an ultra-lightweight, extremely

compact package. Users of DV camcorders &

SLR cameras can now enjoy a similar quality

of luminous, soft, directional lighting with the

same warmth and great color quality that has

quickly made Litepanels an integral part of

television, broadcast news & motion picture

productions worldwide.

> Eliminates hard-to-use flash
> Eliminates Red Eye
> Preview shot through viewfinder in real time—

what you see is what you get!
> Aids focusing in low light
> Excellent for close-ups
> Picture perfect control
> Adds life and sparkle to eyes

The Micro’s integrated dimmer lets

you dial up just the right amount

of light for any situation.

ADVANTAGES FOR VIDEO & STILL

SPECIAL BENEFITS FOR STILL CAMERAS

> Size: 3.3" W x 3.3" H x 1. 5" D
(83.8mm x 83.8mm x 38.1mm)

> Weight: Under 4 oz (110g)
> Power Draw: 3 watts
> Flip-down Filterholder
> Daylight Output (cool white - 5600°K)
> Filters Included:

>   Tungsten conversion (warm white - 3200°K)
>   ¼ Warming
>   Diffusion

SPECIFICATIONS 

Flip-down Filterholder

3 Gel Filters

Four AA Batteries

AC Adapter 

(Optional)

100%-0 Dimming Knob 

Integrated Camera Shoe with
adjustable tilt mechanism

> Mounting Options
The Litepanels Micro housing
comes outfitted with an integrated
camera shoe featuring an
adjustable tilt mechanism. To
allow for multiple mounting
configurations, it may also be
mounted on the optional base
plate for off-camera usage, or
on an extension arm.

> Highly Controllable
The Litepanels Micro features a
conveniently located integrated
dimmer dial at the top of its
housing to instantly dim the
light anywhere from 100% to
0, with minimal color shift.
Output is flicker free and heat
free and remains consistent.
For additional control, a flip-
down filterholder allows for
work with the included color/
diffusion gels. 

> Not Power Hungry
Litepanels Micro produces 1.5
hours* of continuous output
from just four AA batteries (it’s
three times more efficient than a
con   ventional tungsten camera
light). What’s more, it’s virtually
heat free so it’s easy to handle.
And the system can be run off of
either standard or rechargeable
batteries. Power can be supplied
optionally through a convenient
5-12V input jack located on the
back of the unit. 

*7+ hours runtime using Energizer®e2
Lithium AA batteries

> Elegant Design
The compact and low-profile
Litepanels Micro head is ideally
suited for mounting on a mini
DV or SLR camera. Measuring
just 3.3" W x 3.3" H x 1.5" D
(83.8mm x 83.8mm x 38.1mm),
the head weighs less than 4
ounces (110g). With its black
matte finish and sleek design,
the fixture is an unobtrusive
addition to any camera. 

> Continuous output
> Heat free LED technology
> Fills in shadows 
> Brings eyes to life
> Vastly improves skin tone
> Dimmable 100% to 0 (min. color shift)
> Produces bright, HD-friendly soft light
> Runs cool
> Flicker free light output
> Runs 1.5 hours on four AA batteries (Alkaline),

7-8 hours on E2 Lithium AA batteries
> Never change a hot lamp again (50,000 hr LED life)
> All-in-one camera light w/no external cables
> Uses standard or rechargeable AA batteries
> Lightweight and compact

> Lighting Tip: Use the
included ¼ warming filter on
the light to give your subject a
more pleasing skin tone.

Specifications subject to change without notice. Made in USA.


